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Abstract 
 
This diploma work „Participation of UN in humanitarian crisis caused by armed conflict, 
focused on humanitarian intervention“ devotes to problems with using humanitarian 
intervention as one of the most controversial measures, that were reaction to humanitarian 
crisis, caused by armed conflicts. It focuses on humanitarian intervention of first half of 90´s, 
when this concept was stigmatised by unsuccessful solutions to armed conflicts in Rwanda 
and Somalia. It tries to reveal fouls, which UN committed in these conflicts and maps out the 
pretences at balancing with these fouls and taking instruction to the future.  Furthermore it 
devotes to questions which using concept of humanitarian intervention stired up and new 
concept Responsiblity to protect is also gone with the same questions. This work maps out 
measures of UN, which are using in case of armed conflicts and shift of opinion from the term 
humanitarian intervention to concept Responsibility to protect, which implemention is stiring 
up lively discussion. Nevertheless this concept was unanimously voted by all member 
countries in Summit OSN 2005. Efforts of international security and peace with be ever actual 
issue a this issue should be at front of all people´s interest.  
 
